Arzente NV
DISTILLERY DESCRIPTION
"The secret to distilling a great Grappa is simple: you just need fresh pomace and a hundred
years of experience!"
Since 1898 the Poli family has been operating their artisanal grappa distillery located near
Bassano del Grappa, in the heart of the Veneto. Today, fourth-generation Jacopo Poli has
elevated grappa production to an art form. Selecting only the freshest grape pomace from
some of the best winemakers in Italy, he uses a traditional copper pot still - in operation for
more than a century! Jacopo works very closely with these producers during harvest and
never accepts more grape pomace than can be immediately processed. This attention to
detail has resulted in grappas with exceptional fruit character and unparalleled elegance.

SPIRIT DESCRIPTION
A fine 10 year-old, single vintage brandy distilled from wine made from Trebbiano di Soave.
Low in alcohol and tannins and high acidity, renders this variety ideal for production of a wine
brandy.

TASTING NOTES
Poli Arzente displays aromas of herbal tea, dried fruits, nuts and toasted oak. On the palate
the brandy combines the fine, delicate aromas of Trebbiano and complex toasty notes from
oak maturation; overall, it is smooth, mouth filling and elegant.

TECHNICAL DATA
ABV:
Mash Bill/Composition:

40 %
Trebbiano wine from the Soave hills, Veneto.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Distillation:

Aging:

Sizes Available:

Poli uses copper pot stills for distillation. The
final distillate, at 75% abv, then enters a tenyeah aging program: seven years in Slavonian
oak casks, three in Limousin barrels and two
months in 55 gallon casks of Allier. After aging ,
the alcohol level is lowered to 40% by the
addition of distilled water. It is then chilled to 6°C, filtered and bottled.
Aged for 10 years: seven years in Slavonian oak
casks, three years in Limousin barrels and two
months in 55 gallon casks of Allier oak.
375ml, 1.75L

PRODUCER PROFILE
Owned by: Jacopo Poli
Distiller: Jacopo Poli
Year founded: 1898
Region: Veneto
Country: Italy
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